Abstract
Introduction
Recent translators of the Holy Scriptures have a tendency to preserve the original genre in translation (Zogbo and Wendland 2000:7) . This approach acknowledges the importance of the genre in transferring the meaning of the original text. However, in the translation of the prescript (4:17) of a letter in Ezra 4:17-22, we encounter a translation problem when we try to take the genre of ancient royal letters into account.
1 For example, two popular English versions, i.e. KJV and NIV, provide slightly different translations of the prescript in Ezra 4:17 as follows: 1 In Ezra there are five (embedded) letters, especially in the Aramaic text (4:8-6:16; 7:12-26) . However, while translations of the prescripts of four of the five embedded letters (i.e. Ezra 4: 11-16; 5:7b-17; 6:6-12; 7:12-26) are the same in form, the translations of the prescript of one letter (i.e. Ezra 4:17-22) show variations (cf. Fitzmyer 1974:205, n. 15) .
KJV (cf. NASB) NIV (cf. NRSV)
Then sent the king an answer unto Rehum the chancellor, and to Shimshai the scribe, and to the rest of their companions that dwell in Samaria, and unto the rest beyond the river, Peace, and at such a time (my emphasis). In their translations of the prescript of this embedded letter KJV and NIV deal in different ways with the starting point of the prescript. KJV (like NASB) connects a prepositional phrase (viz. hr" h] n: -rb: [] ra" v. W !yI r" + m. v' B. !ybi t. y" yDI !Aht. w" n" K. ra' v. W ar" p. s' yv; m. vi w> ~[e j. -l[e B. ~Wxr> -l[; [BHS] ) with the main verb as an indirect object and so the prescript begins with the greeting without mentioning either the sender or the recipient. NIV (like [N]RSV) included this prepositional phrase as a part of the prescript and so the prescript begins with the name of the recipient. But at the point where the translation should reflect the meaning of the original text, which is often conveyed in a literary form, this difference between KJV and NIV, which seems to show diverse understandings of the prescript of ancient royal letter, should be examined and explained.
At this point we should look at the prescript form of ancient royal letters, because in this instance the problematic verse (i.e. Ezra 4:17) is the prescript of the royal letter that the king Artaxerxes sent to his subjects (cf. Ezra 4:7, 11). In addition, we should also look at the embedding technique adopted by the author of Ezra for the letters, because this author seems to have certain distinctive habits in incorporating such sources. But we also should remember that authors very often copied the original form of the source letter, because quoted letters were often considered to be authoritative, even though authors readily omitted or changed the prescripts and the subscripts. Furthermore, because both original letters and quoted letters were in most cases open to everyone who read relevant authors' work(s), the authors were expected not to fabricate letters. Thus, in order to deal with the differences between the two translations in this case, it is necessary to look at both the formal features of the prescript of ancient royal letters and the way that Ezra adapted the prescripts when he embedded royal letters in his work. Therefore, I shall first look at the conventional features of the prescript of ancient royal letters that were transmitted both as independent texts and in embedded form. And, taking into account the findings of previous studies, I will investigate the habit(s) of the author of Ezra in embedding letter materials in his work. Finally, in the light of these analyses, I shall suggest which translation between KJV and NIV reflects the intention of the author of Ezra most closely. This concluding suggestion will hint at the translation technique of the prescript of ancient royal letter.
The Prescript of Ancient Royal Letters
A prescript is the first part of a letter, which indicates addressor and addressee, and includes the salutation. Though the prescript is partly or wholly omitted in transmitted letters in literary works (and even in independent letters), most extant letters preserve the prescript in its full form. One striking fact about the prescript is that its structure is very often fixed according to letter type (White 1982:92; 1986) . This is also true of the royal letter type (Welles 1933) . I will deal with the prescripts of Aramaic and Greek royal letters that have been transmitted either as independent texts or in embedded form in literary works.
Prescript of Independently Transmitted Royal (and Official) Letters
Aramaic Letters 2 Few Aramaic letters have been preserved, though numerous letters were composed from the 7 th century BCE up to the time of Bar Kokhbah (Dion 1981:59) . So available sources of Aramaic letters are a few biblical texts such as Daniel and Ezra, and some non-biblical texts found both in Elephantine and Hermopolis West in Egypt as well as in Palestine (Fitzmyer 1974:209; Dion 1981:59-60) . It is well known that the prescripts of Aramaic letters are quiet diverse.
3 Fitzmyer (1974:211) describes 'five ways' for the order of the prescript in Aramaic letters: (1) 'To X, your servant/brother/son, (greeting)'; (2) 'To X, from Y, (greeting)'; (3) 'From X, to Y, (greeting)'; (4) 'X to Y, (greeting)'; and (5) 'To X, (greeting).' In his study Fitzmyer did not try to connect a specific formula with any specific letter type, so we cannot say anything more specific about the form of the prescript of Aramaic royal letters. Nevertheless, we need to devote attention to two examples in this study, i.e. the prescript of Ezra 7:12 and AdonL 1. Ezra 7:12 4 is a letter that a king (the highest position) sent to his servant (in a lower position), while AdonL 1 5 is letter that a lower-ranking person sent to a king. These two prescripts are different in a number of aspects. Firstly, Ezra 7:12 is a royal letter in the precise sense, while AdonL 1 is not a royal letter but an official letter. Secondly, while Ezra 7:12 is an embedded letter in Ezra, AdonL 1 is an independent text. Finally, in terms of Fitzmyer's five categories for the prescripts of Aramaic letters, Ezra 7:12 belongs to the second category (viz. 'To X, from Y, [greeting]'), while AdonL 1 belongs to the fourth category (viz. 'X to Y, [greeting]'). Since the positions of the sender and the recipient are fully reversed in prescripts of these letters, we can say that the formulation of their prescripts is totally different. Nevertheless, these two examples are worthy of attention together, because both letters have one common feature: the two prescripts place the 'king' at the first position even though the 'king' is the sender in one instance and the recipient in the other. This phenomenon is noteworthy especially when we consider that other letter types, such as familiar letters, show flexibility in the order of the sender and the recipient in the prescript according to the epistolary situation (Dion 1981:60-62; cf. White 1986) . From this we can conclude that putting the 'king' at the first position in the prescript is a feature of Aramaic royal (and official) letters, regardless of whether the king is the sender or the recipient.
Greek Letters
In his study on Hellenistic royal letters Welles (1934:xxxviii) investigated "seventy-five texts, principally from the Seleucid and Attalid kingdoms, but also from the Asiatic dependencies of the Ptolemaic kings of Egypt and the minor kingdoms of Asia Minor." Of 2 In examining Aramaic letters it is quite reasonable to consider Hebrew letters as well. Nevertheless, I do not deal with them in this essay, because they do not provide any useful information for a study of the prescripts of the letters in Ezra. According to Pardee (1978:337) , the order of 'superior-inferior' found in the addresses of non-biblical Hebrew letters does not indicate any fixed rule. If there is one, "it would appear that there was little constraint ca. 600 B.C. for the sender to identify himself (unless related to the recipient), but, when he did, his name preceded that of the recipient without regard for his social relationship to the recipient." The situation is similar for Bar Kokhbah's letters. As opposed to the prescripts of Aramaic letters, those for Hebrew letters are uniform (Dion 1981:332) . However, in terms of the pattern of the prescript, while the prescripts of Greek (papyrus) letters show variance according to each specific letter type, those of Aramaic letters do not (cf. White 1982:92) . these 75 letters, 46 6 have preserved the prescript in the form of "the sender (either king or the superior) -the recipient (the inferior) -the greeting" where the king (or the superior) is the sender.
7 Thus the fifth letter in Welles (No. 5) starts as follows: Basileu. j Se, leukoj Milhsi, wn th/ i boulh/ i kai. tw/ i dh, mwi cai, rein ("King Seleucus greets the council of Miletus and her people" [my translation]). One limitation of Welles's examples is that his letters do not contain any instances where the king appears as the recipient. So we cannot say with confidence that the prescripts of all Greek royal letters follows the principle that the 'king' is placed at the first place, regardless of whether he is the sender or the recipient. However, we can suggest that this is the case with the following analogous explanation. White (1972) investigated the Greek official letter type, i.e. the (official) petition. After having analysed 71 official petitions, White (1972:13) concluded that the fixed form of the prescript of the petition is "some variation of 'To B-from A-'." White's conclusion provides a decisive indication of whether, in Greek royal letters, the king (i.e. the superior) takes the first position in the prescript, even though he is the recipient. In the prescripts of petitions, i.e. "To B-from A-," A means one who petitions (i.e. the sender) and B is the one who is petitioned (i.e. the recipient). Normally the one who is petitioned has the higher (social) position. This means that, in the official letter type, one who has a higher (social) position is placed at the first position in the prescript, even though he is the recipient. At this point we need to remember two things. First, the royal letter is a kind of official letter type and, second, the king has the highest authority in any case. From this fact we can suggest that in the royal letter the king will be placed at the first place even though he is the recipient.
Prescript of Embedded Royal (and Official) Letters
A number of embedded letters are found in ancient texts (cf. Rosenmeyer 2001; Parsons 2008:217-218) . Ezra is such a case. However, before investigating embedded letters in Ezra and its author's technique of embedding them, I will first look at other embedded letters found in ancient Aramaic and Greek works. Although such a study would not provide any direct explanation of the embedded letters in Ezra, I expect that this will provide some common ground to explain the custom and technique of embedding letters in Ezra.
Embedded Royal (and Official) Letters in the OT (Daniel)
As Ezra is an OT text, it would be illuminating to examine other books from the OT. Except for four Aramaic letters in Ezra, there are another two Aramaic letters in the OT, i.e. Dan 3:31 and 6:26. Firstly, Dan 3:31 (NRSV 4:1) provides a good example of the prescript of an embedded royal letter (Hartman and Di Lella 1978:174; Pace 2008:121) . Here we find that the author preserves the complete form of the prescript ("King Nebuchadnezzar to all peoples, nations, and languages that live throughout the earth: May you have abundant prosperity" [NRSV] ).
8 This is an example not only of the prescript of a royal letter that is fully preserved in its embedded form, but also one that shows the order of the prescript of the Aramaic royal letter follows the sequence of "the sender (either the king or the superior) -the recipient (the inferior) -the greeting" (Hartman and Di Lella 1978:175; Collins 1993:221) . Secondly, Dan 6:26 (NRSV 6:25) 9 has almost similar words to the prescript in Dan 3:31 (NRSV 4:1). However, its nature and function are different from those of Dan 3:31, as suggested by the position of the main verb bt; K. . Because of the position of the main verb bt; K. , the link between aK' l. m; vw< y" r> D" (in context, the sender) and a[' r> a; -lk' B. !yrI a] d" -yDI aY" n: V' li w> aY" m; au aY" m; m. [; -lk' l. (in context, the recipient) was broken, as they were always placed next to one another in a common prescript. Furthermore, the subject (aK' l. m; ) is placed before the verb (bt; K. ). Of course, this word order is a common sequence in Aramaic verbal sentences (Rosenthal 1986:56 [ §183]; Greenspahn 1999:124) . Nevertheless, the position of aK' l. m; before the main verb eliminates any possibility that aK' l. m; can be read as the sender of the letter. Therefore, with reference to the prescript of Dan 6:26, we can suggest that the author of Daniel reduced the prescript to a short form of aGE f. yI !Akm. l' v. ("May you have abundant prosperity!"). In this sense, NRSV 4:1 ("Then King Darius wrote to all people and nations of every language throughout the whole world: 'May you have abundant prosperity!'") provides a good example of how carefully the author embedded the royal letter material into his work. Furthermore, as Fitzmyer (1974:211) does not provide a prescript pattern that begins with the greeting alone, we can suggest that the prescript of Dan 6:26 is an adaptation by the author of Daniel.
Embedded Royal (and Official) Letters in LXX (1 Maccabees)
There are nine instances of embedded royal (or official) letters in LXX 1 Maccabees (10:18, 26; 11:30, 32; 12:6; 13:36; 14:20; 15:2, 16 ). These nine letters have all the parts of the prescript and all of them preserve the normal sequence of the prescript of the royal letter type: "the sender (either the king or the superior) -the recipient (the inferior) -the greeting." For example, 1 Macc 15:2 ("And their contents were like this: 'King Antiochus to Simon the great priest and ethnarch and the nation of the Judeans, greeting'" [NETS]) 10 illustrates well how the author of 1 Maccabees embedded the royal letter material into his work. Here, before introducing this letter, the author used an introductory formula, i.e. kai. h= san perie, cousai to. n tro, pon tou/ ton ("And their contents were like this"). After this, he presented the royal letter with the full prescript. The author's adoption of the introductory formula is also found in 1 Macc 14:20 (kai. tou/ to to. av nti, grafon tw/ n ev pistolw/ n w-n av pe, steilan oi` Spartia/ tai)))), which also precedes the whole prescript (cf. Ezra 4:11a). Thus we can say that the author of 1 Maccabees was accustomed to using the introductory formula to embed the letter material. Besides royal letters, there are a few official letters in 1 Maccabees (e.g. 12:6; 14:20; 15:16). The difference from the prescript of the royal letter is that in official letters the order of "the sender -the recipient" is dependent on the (political and social) relationship between the sender and the recipient (e.g. 15:16). However, where the social relationship between the sender and the recipient is equal (or 
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In any event, all examples keep all the parts of the prescript. In summary, the author of 1 Maccabees tended to keep the whole prescript as it is (i.e. "the sender [either the king or the superior] -the recipient [the inferior] -the greeting") and he also used the introductory formula as an embedding device, as needed.
Embedded Royal (and Official) Letters in NT (Acts)
In NT we can find a number of independently transmitted letters (e.g. Paul's letters and others) and a few embedded letters (e.g. Acts 15:23; 23:26-30; Rev 2-3). The letter in Acts 15:23-29 has been considered the first official Christian letter (cf. Aune 1987:128; Stirewalt 2003:40) and the letter in Acts 23:26-30 is a typical Roman official letter (Witherington 1998:467-78, 699; Klauck 2006:419-34 ). In the prescript of both embedded letters in early Christian work we also find the same pattern of "the sender (either the king or the superior) -the recipient (the inferior) -the greeting" in full form.
12 Furthermore, in both cases (Acts 15:23; 23:25) the author of Acts employed a kind of introductory formula (gra, yantej dia. ceiro. j auv tw/ n) just as other authors sometimes did (e.g. Dan 6:26; 1 Macc 14:20; 15:2).
Embedded Royal (and Official) Letters in Josephus and Eusebius
Among extra-biblical texts we can find good instances of embedded (royal or official) letters in Josephus (37/38-ca.100 CE) and Eusebius of Caesarea (ca. 265-340 CE). But for want for space, I choose only one example from both authors respectively. Firstly, in Ant. 13.125-126, Josephus quotes a royal letter that Demetrius, a king, sent to his brother Jonathan ("of which the contents were as follows: 'King Demetrius to his brother Jonathan and to the Jewish nation, greeting'" [Marcus, LCL]).
13 From this passage we can see that Josephus also uses an introductory formula (tou/ ton to. n tro, pon) to introduce the letter's source and he keeps the whole of the prescript of the royal letter according to a customary order. Secondly, Eusebius of Caesarea also writes the prescript in the same way as Josephus. Thus, for example, in his Hist. eccl. 4.13.1 we can find a prescript of a royal letter from the emperor Antoninus to the council of Asia (ca. 161 CE): "The Emperor Caesar Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus Armenicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribune for the fifteenth time, Consul for the third time, to the Council of Asia, greeting" (Lake, LCL).
14 As a royal letter, this prescript also follows a typical sequence. But here Eusebius did not use any introductory formula. But he nevertheless kept the prescript of the royal letter in embedding it into his work. 11 E.g. 1 Macc 12:6 (Gött): Iwnaqan av rciereu. j kai. h` gerousi, a tou/ e; qnouj kai. oi` ièrei/ j kai. o` loipo. j dh/ moj tw/ n Ioudai, wn Spartia, taij toi/ j av delfoi/ j cai, rein ("Ionathan the high priest and the senate of the nation of the priests and remaining citizenry of the Judeans to their brothers the Spartans, greeting" [NETS]); 14:20 (Gött): Spartiatw/ n a; rcontej kai. h` po, lij Simwni ièrei/ mega, lw| kai. toi/ j presbute, roij kai. toi/ j ièreu/ sin kai. tw/ | loipw/ | dh, mw| tw/ n Ioudai, wn av delfoi/ j cai, rein ("And this is a copy of the letters that the Spartans sent: 'The rulers and the city of the Spartans to Simon the great priest and the elders and the priests and the remaining citizenry of the Judeans, our brothers, greeting'" [NETS]).
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Acts 15:23 (NA 27 ): oi` av po, stoloi kai. oi` presbu, teroi av delfoi. toi/ j kata. th. n VAntio, ceian kai. Suri, an kai. Kiliki, an av delfoi/ j toi/ j ev x ev qnw/ n cai, rein; 23:26 (NA 27 ): Klau, dioj Lusi, aj tw/ | krati, stw| hgemo, ni Fh, liki cai, rein.
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Josephus, Ant. 13.125-126: @T#ou/ ton to. n tro, pon\ basileu. j Dhmh, trioj VIwna, qh| tw/ | av delfw/ | kai. tw/ | e; qnei tw/ n VIoudai, wn cai, rein) 14 Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 4.13.1: Auv tokra, twr Kai/ sar Ma, rkoj Auv rh, lioj VAntwni/ noj Sebasto, j( VArme, nioj( av rciereu. j me, gistoj( dhmarcikh/ j ev xousi, aj to. pe, mpton kai. to. de, katon( u[ patoj to. tri, ton( tw| / koinw| / th/ j VAsi, aj cai, rein) Kim Summary Throughout these analyses we have reached two tentative conclusions concerning the prescripts of the ancient royal (and official) letters, which are decisive for the discussion below. Firstly, the prescripts of the royal letter, no matter in what languages they were composed, show the same pattern in both independently transmitted letters (2.1) and embedded letters (of course, only when an author kept the whole prescript) (2.2), i.e. "the sender (either the king or the superior) -the recipient (the inferior) -the greeting" or "the recipient (either the king or the superior) -the sender (the inferior) -the greeting." Secondly, when an author used royal (and official) letters as sources, the author tended either to write the entire prescript or to omit some part of the prescript, i.e. the sender and the recipient, except the greeting.
Prescripts of Embedded Letters in Ezra and Translation of the Prescript of Ezra 4:17
Prescripts of Embedded Letters in Ezra (excluding 4:17) Fitzmyer (1974:220) points out that letters "in Ezra supply the closest parallels to the extrabiblical material." Fitzmyer's investigation offers some grounds to compare the letters in Ezra and other texts. Thus, in this section I will analyse the prescripts of five letters that appear in Ezra 4-7 and compare them with the contents of the letter discussed above. In doing so, I expect to establish a few guidelines for translating the prescript of the letter in Ezra 4:17-22. As above, the author of Ezra embedded five letters into his work, i.e. Ezra 4: 11-16, 4:17-22, 5:7b-17, 6:6-12 and 7:12-26 . These five letters can be classified into three groups according to the degree to which the typical form of the prescript has been preserved, i.e. the letter group that perfectly preserved the whole prescript (Group 1 [e.g. Ezra 7:12]); the letter group that adapted the prescript in the author's style (Group 2 [e.g. Ezra 4:11, [17]; 5:7] ); and the letter group that omitted the entire prescript (Group 3 [e.g. Ezra 6:6]).
Group 1: Ezra 7:12
The passage in Ezra 7:12 keeps all the parts of the prescript of a royal letter ("Artaxerxes, king of kings, to the priest Ezra, the scribe of the law of the God of heaven: Peace. And now" [NRSV] ). 15 This follows the customary pattern of the prescript of a royal letter, i.e. "the sender (either the king or the superior) -the recipient (the inferior) -the greeting" (cf. Dan 3:31; 1 Macc 11:30, 32; 12:6; 13:36; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 4.13.1) . This provides an example that Ezra has adopted the traditional way in preserving the prescript of the royal letter in embedding the source letter into his work. Group 2: Ezra 4:11; 5:7 Firstly, the passage in Ezra 4:11 ("This is the copy of the letter that they sent unto him, even unto Artaxerxes the king; Thy servants the men on this side the river, and at such a time" [KJV] ) 16 shows a common pattern of the prescript of royal letters (i.e. "the recipient [either the king or the superior] -the sender [the inferior] -the greeting"; cf. Ezra 7:12) in the full prescript except the greeting. The omission of the greeting cannot be explained because there are no other samples. We only find various attempts to solve this problem. For example, NRSV and Vulgate inserted the greeting, i.e. 'send greeting' or salutem, while LXX kept a lacuna at this point (au[ th h` diatagh. th/ j ev pistolh/ j h-j av pe, steilan pro. j auv to. n pro. j VArqasasqa. basile, a pai/ de, j sou a; ndrej pe, ran tou/ potamou/ ). Secondly, the passage in Ezra 5:7("[T]hey sent him a report, in which was written as follows: 'To Darius the king, all peace!'" [NRSV] ) 17 raises a more serious problem. In many English versions this prescript omits mention only of the sender. This verse has been translated either as "Unto Darius the king, all peace" (KJV) or as "To Darius the king, all peace[!]" (NASB and NRSV) or "To King Darius: Cordial greetings" (NIV) or "Greetings to King Darius" (NLT). At first glance, these translations seem not only to be faithful to the original text, but also to reflect a pattern of the prescript of Aramaic letters. Furthermore, we have a prescript formula of "To X, [greeting]" among the prescripts of Aramaic letters (Fitzmyer 1974:211) . 18 However, the core of the problem is that, compared to the prescripts of later Aramaic letters in Hellenistic and Roman times, the preposition l. was rarely used as a marker of the recipient in the prescript of Old and Imperial Aramaic letters. Instead, either l[; or la; was generally employed (Schwiderski 2000:102-111, 247-248) . 19 As is commonly known, the Aramaic of Ezra belongs to 'Imperial Aramaic' (Greenspahn 1999:6; Rosenthal 1968:6) . Thus, based on Schwiderski's conclusion, we cannot consider the preposition l. in Ezra 5:7 as a marker of the recipient in the prescript. Furthermore, in this context the preposition l. in the phrase (aK' l. m; vw< y" r> d" l. ) seems to be related to the verb (byti K. ) directly. Considering these facts, we can conclude the prepositional phrase aK' l. m; vw< y" r> d" l. to be an indirect object of the verb byti K. . Therefore we may consider the prescript of Ezra 5:7 as a reduced prescript as in the case of the prescript of Dan 6:26. Furthermore, the author of Ezra used an introductory formula here (cf. 4:11) which used to be found in other embedded royal letters (e.g. Dan 6:26; 1 Macc 14:20; 15:2; Acts 15:23; Josephus, Ant. 13.125).
Group 3: Ezra 6:6
The passage in Ezra 6:6 provides an example of where Ezra has omitted the entire prescript. Different from the letters of the above group with adapted prescripts (3.1.2), this group starts with an adverb ![; K. . Actually, among extant Aramaic letters, a few letters follow this pattern (Schwiderski 2000:111-112; cf. Fitzmyer 1974:205, n. 15 ). This example also shows that the author of Ezra adapted his letter source for his work, written in the Imperial Aramaic letter tradition. Because there seems to be no extant pattern of a prescript that begins with the greeting alone according to Fitzmyer's list (1974:211) , the translation of "To Darius the king, all peace[!]" (NRSV) is preferred to any example that begins with the greeting (actually, there are no versions that are translated in this way). However, what we should remember is that Fitzmyer, firstly, does not say anything about independently transmitted letters here, and the author of Ezra adapted his letter sources to embed them into his work, as other authors often did.
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At this point the examples of the preposition l. in Ezra and Daniel (Ezra 7:12; Dan 3:31) that were used as the marker of the recipient raises a problem for the dating of these books. However, recently Williams questioned Schwiderski's conclusion based on JA Lund's study (Williamson 2008:59-60) . Cf. Fitzmyer (1974:213) , who insists that the preposition l. was used as the marker of the recipient. However, his instances consist of the later Aramaic letters such as 5/6 Hev 1:1 and Gamaliel 1, 2, 3, etc., though he places Ezra 5:7; 7:12 and Dan 3:31 (on the date of these letters, see Fitzmyer 1981:40-43, especially, 43 ; on the Aramaic in Daniel, see Greenspahn 1999:6) . Thus, the understanding of the preposition l. can be considered a problem of interpretation, not of letter form.
